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Abstract 

In this paper the effect of wave influenced wind on offshore wind turbines is studied numerically.The wave is seen 
as a dynamical roughness that influences the wind flow and hence the wind turbine performance. An actuator line 
representation of the NREL’s 5 MW offshore baseline wind turbine is placed in a simulation domain with a moving 
mesh that resolves the ocean waves. These wave influenced wind turbine simulations, WIWiTS, show that the wave 
will influence the wind field at the turbine rotor height. Both the produced power and the tangential forces on the 
rotor blades will vary according to the three different cases studied: wind aligned with a swell, wind opposing the 
swell and wind over a surface with low roughness (no waves).  
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1. Introduction 

Ocean surface waves develop due to the frictional drag over the water’s surface. Momentum from the air is 
transported to the ocean during the wave development, but the waves themselves will also influence the wind field. 
This process is often ignored, both in weather forecasting and in the field of offshore wind energy [1]. Different sea 
states affect the wind field in various ways. Wave shape, wave age and wave direction are important for upward 
momentum transfer in the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) [2]. It is common to divide the wave regime 
into two parts: wind-waves are locally generated by the wind and swells are waves that have propagated away from 
the source origin. While wind-waves are often aligned with the wind, the swell direction is not necessarily correlated 
with the wind direction. Occasionally, swells will oppose the wind field, and this is known to give rise to interesting 
situations with increased turbulence levels over the sea surface [3]. Although it is known that fast moving waves in a 
low wind regime will influence the whole depth of the MABL, it is still uncertain to what extent the wave induced 
wind field will affect an offshore wind turbine or a wind farm [1].  

In this paper, we present a numerical study of the possible effects wave states may have on the wind field and the 
following indirect effect on an offshore wind turbine. This is done by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In 
these CFD simulations the air flow does not influence the waves themselves. The wave is prescribed as a solid moving 
ground. Therefore this is a study of the wave influenced wind and the possible effect on offshore wind turbine 
performance.  

 

2. Wave influenced wind 

The wind profile over a surface is influenced by the roughness of the surface and the atmospheric stability. Wind 
observations at different heights are limited in offshore environments. Therefore wind speed profile models are 
frequently used to extrapolate the wind speed observations at lower levels to the wind turbine hub height or the swept 
rotor area. Small deviations from the real wind speed will significantly influence the anticipated wind power levels 
which are proportional to the cube of the wind speed. Different wind profiles will also give rise to different loads on 
the blade and the rotor nacelle assembly [4]. Therefore a correct description of the wind profile is of outmost 
importance for both for wind turbine design, wind assessment and wind energy harvest.  

Expression for the wind profile can be found by using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST). MOST is valid 
in the constant flux layer (where the fluxes are assumed to vary little with height). Under neutral atmospheric stability 
conditions MOST theory leads to the logarithmic wind profile [5]: 

 
           (1) 

 
 

where k = 0.4 is the von Kármán’s constant, z0 is the roughness length (defined as the height where the wind speed 
equals zero) and is the friction velocity. The friction velocity is defined as [5], 

  
  ,          (2) 
 
where  is the force per unit area exerted by the ground surface on the flow and  is the density of the air. The 
roughness length, , can be derived from wind speed measurements. The literature contains different 
recommendations for selection of z0 for different surfaces. In the field of offshore wind industry the sea surface is 
generally considered as levelled and smooth, and, therefore, a low z0 value of 0.0002 m is often chosen [6]. This is 
also the value of the roughness used in the simulations described later in this paper.  

Atmospheric stability is of importance when studying the wind profiles and it has also been documented that both 
energy yield and fatigue damage on a wind turbine differ when atmospheric stability is taken into consideration [7,8]. 
Nevertheless, in this study, we have assumed neutral atmospheric stratification; hence there will be no heat exchange 
between the sea surface and the overlying air. 
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The waves can be seen as a dynamical roughness of the sea surface. Different sea states and different directions of 
the waves, relative to the wind direction, will give rise to different perceived sea surface roughness. The ratio between 
the phase speed (cp) of the waves at the peak of the wave spectrum and the wind speed at 10 m, adjusted to neutral 
conditions (U10N), is called the wave age (χ10) [9];       
           

  ,          (3) 
 

This can be a useful parameter when classifying different wave regimes because wave ages for young seas (associated 
with locally generated wind waves and developing seas) are smaller than those for old seas (associated with faster 
moving swell and decaying seas). When χ10 is 1.2 the wave field is believed to be fully developed. Young wind seas 
have a wave age that is characterised by  and a swell dominated wave field by  [9]. In this paper, 
two different swells with wave age of 1.5 and 2.1 are investigated and coupled with wind turbine performance 
modelling. 

3. Wind turbine performance modelling 

Wave loads, corrosion and marine organic growth affect the offshore wind turbines and this is covered in the 
governing standards for offshore wind turbines. There are however, no considerations of how the sea state itself can 
affect the wind profile and the turbulence in the MABL and the following possible indirect effect of waves on the 
rotor-nacelle assembly [1]. 

The basis for the wind turbine performance in this paper is the actuator line methodology of Sørensen and Shen 
[10]. Here the rotor blades are represented as span-wise sections with airfoil characteristics, and the blade loading is 
implemented in the spanwise sections and introduced in the Navier-Stokes equations as a body force. Data and 
description of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) offshore baseline wind turbine, the NREL 5 MW 
turbine [11], which is easily accessible and well documented, has been chosen as the test turbine. 

Power output and blade loading are examined in order to reveal whether the oscillating waves will change the 
performance of the wind turbine. This could have consequences for both power harvest and fatigue considerations.  

4. Methods and calculations  

In [12] a method for wave simulations with the help of deforming mesh was established. This method is further 
developed by the inclusion of the horizontal wave particle movement as well as the vertical movement, and the 
discretization schemes for the numerical simulations are also slightly changed. Subsequently the Simulator for 
Offshore Wind farm Application (SOWFA) [13], developed at NREL, was modified in order to be integrated with the 
method for wave simulations. The result is a CFD set up that is suitable to study implications of wave movements on 
the wind flow and directly study the effect on a wind turbine or a wind farm. Hereafter, this set up will be referred to 
as the wave influenced wind turbine simulations (WIWiTS).The simulations are incompressible and transient with an 
unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) approach. As turbulent closure, we have used the standard k-
epsilon model [14]. 

4.1. Wave generation by the use of moving mesh 

The method allows a description of a single sinusoidal wave on the ground patch in the simulation domain or a 
multiple of sinusoidal waves. Different waves can have different properties as well as different angles to each other 
and hence it is possible to describe a real wave spectrum on the surface. In this paper, only single sinusoidal waves 
are studied. This is of cause a simplification of a realistic sea. At the current stage of this study, we need to simplify 
the problem and focus on the swell conditions - primarily because this is the case when wind and waves can occur 
with different angels to each other, but also because this wave state is fairly well approximated with a pure sinusoidal 
form. Others have studied wave influenced wind by the use of coordinate transformation [15], but the method 
simulating wave influenced wind by the use of a moving mesh approach is believed to be unique in the context of 
offshore wind energy.  
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The open source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM [15] is used for both mesh generation and computations. By using a 
moving mesh approach, several sinusoidal waves can be implemented on the form;    
     

      (4) 
 
where η is the  sea surface elevation at a horizontal distance  x at a given time t. a is the wave amplitude, T the 

wave period and L the wave length. Each grid cell moves up and down, reaching its maximum elevation in different 
time increments according to a sinusoidal function, and the movement looks like a wave propagating - much like the 
surface particles in a real ocean wave. A new solver was developed in the OpenFOAM tool box and named 
‘pimpleDyWFoam’. No deformation due to the wind force is allowed as the moving wave is seen as a solid wall. The 
wave properties and boundary conditions are listed in table 1 and 2. For more details regarding the moving wave 
method, reference is made to [12]. 

Before introducing the wind turbine in the simulations, the wind field over the waves was studied, using a less 
computationally demanding set up in two-dimensions. The purpose was to examine the required domain size, 
resolutions and the flow responses without wind turbine influences. The moving wave introduces some boundary 
effects close to the inlet and outlet part of the simulation grid. Even if the wave develops gradually after 10 sec of 
simulations and grows gradually to the prescribed amplitude size after 50 meters, these boundary effects are detectable. 
These effects come from the fact that the wave originates from one side of the domain and decays on the other side. 
In a large horizontal domain these boundary effects will not influence the core area of the domain.  

 Several domain sizes and wave states were tested and here we present results with a domain size of 1200 meters 
length and 400 meters height for four different cases. In order to ensure that the waves were properly resolved without 
too much computational resources a graded mesh was used where the cells near the surface are three times as small 
as the cells near the top. The smallest cells width close to the wave surface was approximately 1.5 meters. The mesh 
was generated with the openFOAM specific tool ‘blockMesh’.  

A logarithmic wind profile with the wind speed of 8 m/s at a reference height of 400 m is used as the inlet wind 
speed for all cases.  

   Table 1. The four different simulation cases without wind turbine representation 

case Decription Wave parameters Wave age  

1a wind and swell in the same direction a = 4 m, L = 50 m, c = 8.8 m/s 1.5 

1b wind and swell in the opposite direction a = 4 m, L = 50 m, c = -8.8 m/s 1.5 

2a  wind and swell in the same direction a = 4 m, L = 100 m, c = 12.5 m/s 2.1 

2b wind and swell in the opposite direction a = 4 m, L = 100 m, c = -12.5 m/s 2.1 

    

4.2. Actuator line method in SOWFA 

SOWFA is a powerful tool for offshore wind power plant simulations, which includes both a model to run precursor 
atmospheric simulations and an actuator line turbine model, as well as an integration to the aeroelastic computer-aided 
engineering tool for horizontal axis wind turbines, FAST. This work uses only the actuator line part of SOWFA (which 
includes the ‘pisoFoamTurbine’ solver). Originally SOWFA was based on large scale eddy simulations (LES). The 
code is here changed to URANS in order to be compatible with the moving wave simulations.  

The actuator line model in SOWFA relies on various input parameters. The Gaussian width parameter is an input 
parameter that controls how the forces are distributed along the lines representing the rotors. The number of the 
actuator line elements on a rotor blade need also to be chosen. Both these two parameters rely on the mesh and on the 
rotor characteristics. In [17] various testing of best suitable input parameters was performed. In this way the model 
was “tuned” to given results. This is not possible in the present study and the value of the input parameters is chosen 
based on best practice. The NREL 5 MW turbine is assumed to produce power close to 2 MW with a reference wind 
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speed of 8 m/s and a rotation speed of approximately 9 RPM [18]. The turbine rotational speed is set to 9 RPM. The 
wind speed at the hub height will be influenced by the wave and the resulting wind speed at hub height will be lower 
than 8 m/s and the simulated power should be less than 2MW. A variable-speed controller is incorporated in the 
SOWFA actuator line model. In these simulations the turbine will operate in underrated wind and try to optimize the 
power capture. In this region the generator torque should be proportional to the square of the filtered generator speed 
[11].  

 The turbine properties and input parameters are listed in table 1. For more details regarding the actuator line method 
in SOWFA, reference is made to [13, 17, 18 and 19].     
 

4.3. Combined simulations;  wave  influenced wind turbine simulations - WIWiTS 

The wave simulations described in 4.1 were coupled with the turbine simulations described in 4.2. Hence, a new 
combined CFD simulation was developed. This new solver embedded in the WIWiTS was named 
‘pimpleDyWTurbineFoam’.  

Grid dependency studies performed on the two dimensional set up (without turbine representation) showed that in 
order to have grid independent solutions a very fine mesh is preferable. Also the domain needs to be large to minimize 
boundary effects. This resulted in hundreds of millions of cells when used on an equivalent three dimensional case. 
Simulations on such a mesh were not feasible. The mesh was instead constructed with a background graded mesh of 
same resolutions as in the wave simulations without wind turbine (described in section 4.1) and a refined area around 
the turbine rotor as a necessary compromise between the domain size and the resolution of the grid (see figure 1). The 
simulation domain was 600 m long, 260 m wide and 400 m high. This is believed to be too short to avoid all boundary 
effects, but the simulations will nevertheless give indications on the relative differences in power generation for 
different wave conditions compared to a no-wave situation. 

 

    
Fig.1. Illustration of the WIWiTS domain, turbine size is exaggerated (left). The WIWTS mesh is graded near the surface and refined in a region 

around the turbine (right).  

 
 
The turbine will rotate in a mesh with changing grid cell size. The input parameters should be a ratio of the grid cell 
size. Troldborg [20] recommends that the Gaussian width parameter should be larger than twice the local grid cell 
length. In all three cases the Gaussian width parameter is 2.85 times larger than the smallest local grid cell length and 
0,98 times larger than the largest grid cell length. The largest grid cell length is located in the very top of the domain 
and the rotor will not experience the largest grid cells. [19] recommended that for each grid cell across the blade, there 
should be at least 1.5 actuator line elements. In these cases the airfoil is divided into 40 elements. The implication is 
that for every local grid cell there are between 0.78 and 2.24 actuator line elements depending on what part of the grid 
the rotor experiences. Thus the vertically graded grid resolution gives problems in estimating the right input values 
for the turbine simulations. It will nevertheless be interesting to compare the results since this will be discussed in 
light of a control run over a flat surface that is performed on the same grid as the simulations with the wave movements. 
The results of the WIWTS simulations should serve as a demonstration of the relative influence the wave modified 
wind profiles could have on the wind turbine performance. 

Only the wave with wave age 2.5 is used together with the wind turbine. The reason for this choice is that this is a 
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more realistic swell condition although the wave amplitude will be higher than what can normally be expected. Wind 
turbine performance for three different cases are presented as listed in table 2: wind and swell in the same direction, 
wind and swell in the opposite direction and wind over surface with low roughness (no waves). 

The WIWiTS input parameters and boundary conditions are presented in table 2 and 3. In section 5, we emphasize 
on the wind velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy because this is the most important flow parameters when studying 
turbine performance. Tests have been made to find the minimum simulation time required for the flow to reach a 
quasi-stationary stage and, based on the tests, a simulation time of 300 seconds should be enough. 

  

   Table 2. The three different simulation cases with wind turbine representation 

case Description Wave parameters Wind at 
inlet 

a wind and swell in the same direction a=4 m, L=100m, c=12,5 m/s 8 m/s 

b wind and swell in the opposite direction a=4 m, L=100m, c= -12,5 m/s 8 m/s 

c wind over a surface with low roughness No wave,  z0 = 0,0002 m 8 m/s 

 
 

Table 3. Boundary conditions on the different patches for the WIWTS, with OpenFoam specific naming. On the ground 
patch  the boundary conditions for U will  be different in the case of a flat surface (fixedValue) compared to a moving 
wave surface (movingWallVelocity).  

field  Inlet outlet top  sides Ground 

U wind 
velocity 

ABLvelocity* zeroGradient slip slip movingWallVelocity 

fixedValue 

p pressure zeroGradient fixedValue slip slip zeroGradient 

k turbulent 
kinetic 
energy 

fixedValue zeroGradient slip slip kqRWallFunction 

epsilon turbulent 
dissipation 
of energy 

fixedValue  zeroGradient slip slip epsilonWallFunction; 

nut viscosity fixedValue zeroGradient slip slip nutkRoughWallFunction 

 
*Full openFOAM specific name: atmBoundaryLayerInletVelocity 
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5. Results and discussion 

First, an examination of two different wave states with the same inlet wind is presented in section 5.1. Thereafter 
the turbine is introduced in the domain and power generation and some examples of blade loading are presented in 
5.2. 

5.1. Wind velocity and turbulence profiles without turbine representation 

Both the wind profile and the turbulent kinetic energy profiles will depend on the direction of the wave relative to 
the incoming wind field. In Figure 2 and 3 results from simulations with wave ages, 1.5 and 2.1 (listed in table 1) are 
shown. The figures show the sampling of instant horizontal and vertical wind velocity profiles for every second 
between 251-300 seconds of simulations. During this runtime, the simulations have reached a quasi-steady state. 
Figure 4 shows the corresponding turbulent kinetic energy profiles. The sampled data are from the middle of the 
domain (x=600 m) where boundary affects are negligible.  

The wave movement periodically modifies the wind profiles up to approximately 100 metres over the sea surface. 
The waves with wave age 1.5 are the shortest and steepest wave generating more turbulence, and variations in the 
lowest meters compared to the wave with wave age 2.1. The latter moves faster with longer wave lengths and this 
wave state induce variations at the highest levels. The vertical velocity fluctuations are identifiable up to 100 metres.   

For both cases the wind profile in the opposed situation shows an ‘overshoot’ of the wind speed compared to the 
logarithmic inlet and also compared to the aligned situation. This is believed to be due to the fact that the extra 
generated turbulence in the opposed case gives rise to a ‘richer’ profile near the surface and further up in the MABL. 
In other words The short and steep wave (case 1a and 1b in table 1) gives higher turbulence values and the overshoot 
is more pronounced than in the longer wave case (case 2a and 2b, table 1).  

It should be noted that the turbulence profiles indicate little or no vertical mixing from approximately 75 m and 
upwards, whereas the velocity profiles show slight variations above this level. The true turbulence level is a 
combination of the large-scale motion generated by the waves as well as the turbulence predicted by the k-epsilon 
model. In Figure 4 only the filtered k values directly obtained from the k-epsilon model is shown. One should also 
account for the large-scale variances and calculate the turbulent kinetic energy contribution from this. In order to do 
so, time averaging must be enabled in the CFD simulations and this has not been done. The turbulence result presented 
in Figure 4 should thus be interpreted with care.  

Since the gradient of both the horizontal and vertical velocity profiles is close to zero at the top of the domain, it is 
a valid assumption that the domain height is high enough and that the overshoot represent a physical sound flow 
response in the cases where a wave opposes the wind field. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Profile of horizontal wind (m/s). Wind and wave in the same direction (blue), wind and wave in the opposite direction (red) and the 
logarithmic inlet wind velocity (black). Profiles are sampled from the middle of the domain (x=600 m) for every second between 251-300 

seconds of simulations. Case 1a and 1b, see table 1 (left) and case 2a and 2b, see table 1 (right).  
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Fig. 3. Profile of vertical wind (m/s). Wind and wave in the same direction (blue), wind and wave in the opposite direction (red). Profiles are 
sampled from the middle of the domain (x=600 m) for every second between 251-300 seconds of simulations. Case 1a and 1b, see table 1 (left) 

and case 2a and 2b, see table 1 (right). 

 
Fig. 4. Profile of turbulent kinetic energy, k (m2/s2), directly obtained from the k-epsilon model. Wind and wave in the same direction (blue), 

wind and wave in the opposite direction (red). Profiles are sampled from the middle of the domain (x=600 m) for every second between 251-300 
seconds of simulations. Case 1a and 1b, see table 1 (left) and case 2a and 2b, see table 1 (right). 

 

5.2. Power generation and blade loading 

For every simulations time step “global” turbine quantities i.e. rotor power (W), thrust (N), and “local” blade 
quantities, i.e. axial force (N), tangential force (N), will be calculated and stored. In Figure 5 produced power are 
shown for the three cases a, b and c. The power will oscillate for cases a and b where the swell is present, but for case 
c where the wind flow is over a flat surface, the same oscillations are not present. There will always be some minor 
variations in the power curve and this is believed to be code specific and dependent on how the user defines the 
parameters mentioned in section 4.3 [18]. The oscillations in cases a and b have the same frequency as the wave. The 
simulation for case c, over the flat surface, is performed on the same grid as for cases a and b. Therefore it seems that 
these oscillations are a consequence of the wave movements.  

In Figure 5 the generated power is higher in case b that in case a and c. This is linked to the fact that the fast moving 
swell generates a “richer” profile in case b, as mentioned in 5.1. When introducing the turbine in the domain the 
domain height of 400 m seems to short. The turbine represents an ‘obstacle’ and generates more turbulence and a 
more complicated flow behavior than case the case with only waves. The power curve seems to reach a stable 
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development for case a and c after approximately 170 sec, but for the b case a slight increase in generated power can 
be detected after approximately 250 sec. This can be an indication that the simulation time are too short for the opposed 
case. Because of the limitation in number of grid cells, we could not ‘afford’ to put the turbine in the middle of the 
domain in a 1200 wide domain where no boundary effects were present. Instead, the turbine needed to be placed far 
downstream in the domain. By doing so, we cannot exclude boundary effects entirely and this has to be taken into 
considerations when interpreting the results.    

 

Fig. 5. Generated  rotor power per density (Wm3/kg)  for the three different cases; wind and swell in the same direction (blue), wind and swell in 
the opposite direction (red) and wind over a surface with low roughness (black). The simulation time was 300 sec. Noise in the curves are due to 

start up effect every time the simulations had to be restarted due to technical problems. 

In Figure 6-8 the forces in the rotor rotational tangential direction (hereafter named the tangential force) on each 
blade are shown for two different time steps. The left graph in every figure corresponds to 334 seconds and the right 
graphs are plotted half a wave period later, i.e. at 338 seconds. This will give a picture of the variation in the 
tangential force on each blade during two different wave positions. There are slightly more spread in the forces in 
case a – when the wave is aligned with the wind. Case b – with waves is opposing the wind, gives larger forces than 
case a and c.  

     

Fig. 6. Case a) Aligned situation. Tangential force (N) along the rotor blade for each blade 334 sec (left) and 338 sec (right). Blade 1 – solid line, 
blade 2 - broken line, blade 3 - dotted line.  
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Fig. 7. Case b) Oppose situation. Forces in the rotor rotational tangential direction (N) along the rotor blade for each blade after 334 sec (left) and 
338 sec (right). Blade 1 – solid line, blade 2 - broken line, blade 3 - dotted line.  

     
 

Fig. 8. Case c, flat surface. Forces in the rotor rotational tangential direction (N) along the rotor blade for each blade after 351 sec (left) and 355 
sec (right). Blade 1 – solid line, blade 2 - broken line, blade 3 - dotted line.  

 

6. Conclusions and suggestion for future studies 

A combined CFD set up where an actuator line representation of a turbine operates in wave influenced wind is 
developed. These WIWiTS results show that wave influenced wind affects the wind turbine performance. 

 Before introducing the wind turbine in the simulation domain, wave simulations on a two-dimensional set up were 
conducted. These simulations showed that the influence of the wave extend tens of meters up in the atmosphere and 
will affect the wind in the swept area of wind turbines. Several simulations were performed and some general 
observations is that in a fast moving swell regime a wave that oppose the wind field will create larger turbulence levels 
(predicted directly from the k-epsilon model) than if the wave was aligned with the wind or with no wave present. 
More detailed turbulence analyses are however required to investigate this phenomenon further. When working with 
URANS predictions from the k-epsilon model, the results should be coupled with turbulence calculations related to 
the large-scale motion generated by the waves. This should be topic for future work and improvements. 

The wave movements result in oscillations in the power output when the turbine operates in underrated wind with 
a torque controller. The wave movements periodically modify the wind profiles up to approximately 100 metre over 
the sea surface. The wind turbine with the nacelle at 88 metre height with rotor radius of 61 metre will experience 
these fluctuations and it will lead to slightly larger tangential forces than comparable situations over a flat surface. 
Also more spread in the forces was observed when the wind and the wave was aligned to each other.   
There are indications that the domain is too small for the WIWiTS and complete grid independence was not reached. 
Therefore these results can only serve as an indication of the impact wave influenced wind may have on wind turbine 
performance. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the relative differences between conditions with swell aligned with 
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the wind field, opposing the wind field and over a surface with low roughness (no waves). The swell shown has 
amplitude of 4 metre and it is unrealistic that such a large swell will persist for a longer time. More simulations with 
lower swell height and more realistic sea states are recommended. 

 The wave influenced wind will affect the turbine performance, as well as the loads, but it is not possible to conclude 
if this influence is significant in relation to the natural turbulent structure of the atmosphere and the varying 
atmospheric stability. We have here developed and demonstrated the use of a flexible open source CFD set up, and 
hopefully this will motivate further studies in this area. 
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